With the encouragement of the Grand Hainaut chamber of commerce and industry, 3 leading schools of the digital arts came together in 2007 to form Supinfocomgroup. The founding schools were Supinfocom (animation), Supinfogame (video games), and ISD (industrial design).
True to its founding spirit, the new school anticipates changes in the professional world of digital creation and practices an original teaching approach whose strength lies in offering an array of professional programs within a single institution working at the forefront of digital creation.

High-level programs provide:
• A base of knowledge that equips students to adapt to change
• Advanced learning tools and technologies
• A project- and practice-based learning approach supported by active professionals in the field
• Exposure to project management through team work.
Graduates are launched on promising careers with many possible outlets in France and abroad.
The group encourages its students to experience its 3 campuses in Valenciennes, Arles, and Pune (India) and to take advantage of its international partnerships.

Major fields of study
Institut Supérieur de Design (ISD): Design management
3 tracks:
• Transportation and automobiles
• Products and services
• 3D - digital
Supinfocom: Animation
Supinfogame: Video games
3 tracks
• Game art
• Game design
• Programming

Research
• Research into the uses of serious games and on the impact of video games on users. Special emphasis on the following fields: health, education, communication, and defense.
• Research on the classification of serious games
• Technology transfer in the areas of industrial design, user experience, and innovation management.
• Educational consulting, supporting the transfer and spread of technology

Strengths
With its demanding artistic and technical standards, Supinfocomgroup has earned an outstanding reputation in the teaching of digital design. Supinfocomgroup has preserved its pioneering spirit and its taste for innovation and creativity. It enjoys wide recognition in today's digital world.

Location
France’s Nord–Pas de Calais region

Supinfocomgroup
Private institution of higher education operated by the Grand Hainaut chamber of commerce and industry
Valenciennes 59300
700
10 %
5-year degree recognized by the French government as a level 1 credential on the national registry of professional qualifications (RNCP) • Institut Supérieur du Design (ISD): Design engineering manager
Supinfogame: Video game designer • Supinfocom: Digital designer
International students may register for French language training through the office of international relations

www.supinfocomgroup.com